China Oxford Scholarship Fund 2022/23

The China Oxford Scholarship Fund (COSF) awards scholarships to students from the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong and Macau who have won a place for postgraduate degree studies on a full-time basis at the University of Oxford (Oxford). Successful candidates are those of the highest calibre studying in any subject. They are chosen for their academic excellence, financial need, leadership quality and their commitment to contribute to the development of China.

★ Value of the Scholarships
Up to 20 scholarships are awarded annually with amounts ranging from £2,000 to £20,000. The duration of these awards is for one academic year. All the awards are open to any subject. However, some have preferences for a particular area of study or a particular college at Oxford.

★ Eligibility
To be eligible to apply to the COSF awards programme, a student must:
- be a Chinese citizen with a valid PRC passport, SAR Hong Kong passport or SAR Macau passport;
- be ordinarily resident in the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong or Macau; and
- have an official or a conditional offer to pursue a postgraduate degree at Oxford at the time of application.

Students who are already studying at Oxford are also eligible to apply. However, preference is given to those who will begin their first year of graduate studies at Oxford.

Please refer to COSF’s website (http://chinaoxford.org/) and the Application Form for all eligibility and selection criteria.

★ Application Procedures
Applicants are advised to read carefully the FAQ, which is obtainable at http://chinaoxford.org/?page_id=43, before starting the application.

Applications sent by post or by email (i.e. online application) are acceptable. Yet online applications are preferred and encouraged by COSF during the pandemic.

The application deadline is 15 April 2022.

★ Enquiries
Please contact COSF at info@chinaoxford.org.
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